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CUSTOMARY LAW IN NIGERIA 

COURSE CODE:   PUL 112 

COURSE TITLE:   NIGERIA LEGAL SYSTEM 

NUMBER OF UNITS: 4 Units 

COURSE DURATION:  Three hours per week 

COURSE LECTURER:  JAMES EMOKHAI UZUALU 

 

COURSE TOPICS:  CUSTOMARY LAW IN NIGERIA 

COURSE OUTLINE:  

 Introduction  

 Characteristics of customary law 

 The validity of customary law 

 Proof of customary law 

OBJECTIVE: 

The Objective of the study is to expose the students to the importance of native law 

and customs, that apart from the recognized English  law practices which was 

introduced into Nigeria, customary law still has its place in Nigeria 

INTENDING LEARNING OUTCOME (ILO) 

 The students must be able to define customary law  

 The students  list the characteristics of customary law and describe each 

 Explain the repugnancy test with case law & examples and discuss the 

various test of the validity of customary law 

 Evaluate the methods of proving customary law with the aid of statutes and 

case laws 

RESOURCES:  http://www.edouniversity.edu.ng/oer/law.pdf 

BOOKS: 

 Akintunde, O.O., The Nigeria Legal System. 1979 Sweet&Maxwell 11 feter 

lane, London and Spectrum books, ring road, Ibadan 

 Ese Malemi, The Nigeria Legal system text and cases, 2012 third edition 

Princeton publishing company, Ikeja, Lagos state 

GRADING: 

Test:       30%  

Examinations:    70%  

Total:      100% 

Assessments: 

Any Student who submits assignment late, fails to do or misses any test without a 

cogent reason shall be scored zero. Seventy-five per cent class attendance is a 

precondition to write the exam at the end of the semester. Note: The names of 

students who meet the required attendance will be published not later than 

two weeks to the end of the semester examinations. 

http://www.edouniversity.edu.ng/oer/law.pdf
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CUSTOMARY LAW IN NIGERIA 
 

INTRODUCTION  

The word customary means custom, way of life, the tradition of persons living in a 

defined community, customary law is a rule which in a particular district as had a 

long usage and obtained the force of law 

Customary law consists of customs accepted by the members of a community as 

binding among them it has been described as a mirror of acceptable usage 

In Nigeria, customary law may be divided into two classes, ethnic or non-Muslim 

customary and Muslim law. Ethnic customary law in Nigeria is indigenous which 

is generally unwritten. But Muslim law is principally written down because its 

nexus with the Quran 

In a judicial pronouncement,In Oyewunmi vs Ogunesan,SC 26/1988. Obaseki s Jsc 

defined “Customary law as the organic or living law of the indigenous people of 

Nigeria, regulating their lives and transaction” 

Prof T.O ELIAS viewed it as a body of customs accepted by members of a 

community as binding upon them 

In Owoniyi V Omotosho,F.SC 249/1960 Bairamian FJ in the Supreme Court 

defined customary law as a mirror of accepted usage among a given people. 

 

CHARACTERISTICS OF CUSTOMARY LAW 

This caption can also be referred or used as features of the Nigeria customary law 

a) The customary law must be in existence 

b) It is unwritten except the Muslim law 

c) It is flexible or amenable 

d) The custom  must be binding on the people 

e) Customary varies from ethnic to ethnics 

 

FLEXIBILITY NATURE OF CUSTOMARY LAW 
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As OSBORNE CJ said in Lewis vs Bankole 1908 1 NLR pg 81s he viewed it as 

one of the most striking feature of west African native custom is to flexibility, it 

appears to have been always subject to motives of expediency and it shows 

unquestionable adaptability to altered circumstances without entirely losing its 

character 

Moslem law, on the other hand is principally in written form and is comparably 

rigid customary law therefore is dynamic and changes with the times. It is a mirror 

of the society which observe it 

In Alfa & Ors vs Arepo, 1936 W.N.L.R 95, Duffus J. commenting  on 

customary law and its flexibility said that customary law is not however a 

static and in my view, the law can and does change with the time and the rigid 

development of social and economic condition, 

 

IT MUST BE IN EXISTENCE 

A customary law must be in existence at the material time it is being relied upon 

by the binding communities, the potent characteristics of customary law is that is 

old nature and archaism does not mean it is unenforceable and  inapplicable 

because of being ancient so long as the community recognizes it and agrees that it 

is binding . This view was supported in Dawudu vs Danmole 1958 3 FSC 46 by the 

court 

Facts 

A man died leaving four wives & nine children there existed two customs on the 

property left behind, he died without a will but the two customs are Idi Igi or Ori-

Ojori it was argued that Idi Igi principle which is share by numbers of wive and 

Ori ojori which is by numbers of children. The court held that Idi-Igi principle 

should apply being the prevailing customary law of the people  

The interpretation of the above case is that Idi-Igi method of distribution of the 

estate of a deceased person is an integral part of the Yoruba native law and 

customs see Kimdey V Military Governor of Gongola state & ors Karibi-whyte Jsc 

dictum (1988)2NWLR pt 77, P 445sc 
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IT IS LARGELY UNWRITTEN 

Customary law is mostly unwritten because it is not compiled nor codified neither  

legislated upon in the form of a statute law. 

In his essays in African law, Prof Anthony Allot appraised the unwritten nature of 

customary law thus; 

First the law is unwritten, there is no written memory of the edicts and judges, it 

exists only in the minds of those who administer and those who are subject to the 

customary law. There is no pondering over this legal principle, no juristic analysis, 

no criticism or refurbishing of old precedents, all of which depend on written texts 

which the justice may scrutinize at leisure. See Alfa V Arepo (1963)NWLR 98 at 

97. 

 

CUSTOMARY LAW MUST BE ACCEPTED AS A BINDING CUSTOM 

They means that it enjoys the assent, recognition or acceptance of the people as a 

valid custom which obtains in such community to be valid or binding custom, the 

community where the custom obtains must recognize and assent to it or accept it as 

a custom. Lord Atkins in Eshugbayi Eleko vs the Officer Administering the 

Government of Nigeria 1931 AC 662 said that 

“their Lordship entertain no doubt that the more barbarous customs of earlier days 

may under the influence of civilization become milder without losing their 

essential character as custom, it would however appear to be necessary to show 

that in their milder form they are still recognized in the native community as 

custom 

 

IT MUST ENJOY GENERAL APPLICATION AMONG THE PEOPLE 

For a custom to obtain the force of law, it must enjoys general application among 

the people as a binding custom the purport is that the custom must be in practice in 

that community wherein such custom is force. See Ugo vs Obiekwe 

(1989)1NWLR Pt 99 Pg 566 SC 
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CUSTOMARY LAW VARIES 

As we have different ethnic groups in Nigeria so the customs are diverse this 

means that customary laws are not uniform across ethnic groups this presupposes 

that a particular custom in a place cannot be imposed upon on another community. 

 

THE VALIDITY OF CUSTOMARY LAW 

The rules of customary laws are subject to the test of validity prescribed by statute. 

Customary law cannot be enforced in any dispute situation except the court 

sanction it applicability subject to the binding notice of same 

The following test must be the yardstick upon which the court will use to 

determine the validity of customary law 

a. The customary law must not be repugnant to natural justice, equity and good 

conscience 

b. That the law so practice by the host community must not be incompatible 

with any existing law of the state at a time being in force 

c. It must not be contrary to public policy 

It is apposite to have a brief examination of the various validity tests. 

 

THE REPUGNANCY TEST 

The whole purport at natural justice is the inherent right of a person to have fair 

and just treatment by government and other persons. These principles of natural 

justice are Audi alterem partem and Nemo judex in casua sua. Again, the test must 

pass equitable test and must be of good conscience. The two principles of natural 

justice must be defined thus; 

Audi alterem partem means hear both parties or other side in a dispute before 

decision or judgment, while Nemo judex in casua sua means no one shall be or 

must be a judge in his own cause or matter upon which he has conflict of interest. 

thus in Eshugbayi Eleko vs Officer Administering the Government of Nigeria, 

Supra it lord Alkins said that a barbaric custom must be rejected on the ground of 
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repugnancy to natural justice, equity and good conscience, again uncivilized 

customs which fail the repugnancy test is not recognized as a valid customary law 

However, it is a fallacy that a custom fails the repugnancy test because it does not 

conform to the standard of  behavior acceptable in communities which have 

reached an advanced stage in social development in lewis vs Bankole 

(1908)1NCR81&p99. 102 the trial court rejected the view that a particular 

customary, failed the repugnancy test because of non-conformity with the English 

doctrine. See Edet vs Essein, see Agbai V Okagbue, Nwokedi Jsc (supra) the 

following are customs which are considered repugnant as judicially pronounced 

and accepted as binding judicial precedents apart from the Bini customs. 

A Bini customary rule of inheritance which allows the eldest son to exclusively 

inherent the deceased fathers personal living house is not repugnant to natural 

justice  (Igiogbe) because it is the Bini custom see Nzekwu  vs 

Nzekwu(1989)2NWLR pt104p373, Inasa vs Oshodi(1934) AC99 Mojekwu 

VMojekwu(1997)7NWLR Pt 572 pg 283 CA, merigbe vs Egbu(1979) 3sc 23, 

Mariyama V sadiku Ejo (1961) NRNLR81 Okoriko V Otobo(1961)WNLR48. 

 

THE INCOMPATIBILITY TEST 

The validity of a customary law is determined by the fact that it is incompatible 

either directly or by implication with any law for the time being in force. Again 

others viewed customary law incompatibility test to mean that it must not be 

incompatibility with any written law. 

For instance Section 26(1) of High court of Law of Lagos provides thus: 

The High court shall observe and enforce the observant of every customary law 

which is applicable and is not repugnant to natural justice, equity and good 

conscience not incompatible either directly or by implication with any written law 

for the time being in force…. The provision is impari material with section 13 (1) 

of the mid-western Nigeria statute on the incompatibility test. 
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It is a known fact that the English law in force in Nigeria form part of the test of 

validity Adesubokan V Yinusa 1971 NNLR 77. Sec 34(1) of High court of law of 

Northern Nigeria which is same with Lagos law include English law 

The court stated that the Maliki Muslim law is undoubtedly incompatible with 

section 3 of the will act 1837 

The purport of Maliki law is that a Muslim testator  can not give more than one 

third of his estate to persons other than his heirs and the depositions to his male 

children must be in equal share. See Rotibi vs savage (1944)17NLR77, RE 

Addevoh (1951)13 WACA 304 at 310 

The court of appeal held that the Nnewi custom which exclude a woman from 

giving evidence in relation to title to land offended the constitutional provision 

guaranteeing equal rights to all sexes 

However, the question of what extent should Nigeria statutes in force be allowed to 

prevail over rules of customary law is, really a matter of fact, to be decided based 

on the facts of each case, it is not a blanket issue to be decided by law alone 

Mojekwu vs mojekwu (supra). It was held that a custom precluding a female child 

from inheriting their father was held to be repugnant and incompatible with 

constitutional provision of freedom to be free from discrimination on ground of 

sex. 

 

PUBLIC POLICY TEST 

There is no generally acceptable definition of this concept however it means the 

security and welfare of the individual and the state in general. This provision was 

accorded  reasoning in Sec 14(21)(b) of 1979 constitution 1999 constitution as 

amended 

Therefore a custom whereby a woman married a dead man, nominally in order to 

bring forth children for him in his name was held to be contrary to public policy 

see Okonkwo vs Okagbue(1994)9NWLRpt368p301 
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The law is trite that a custom shall not be enforced if it is contrary to public policy 

as stated in the above case. 

Public policy is a clear expression of policy statement,  plans, and programs of 

government for the citizens. Verity cj said in obiter in RE, Addevoh that a custom 

which encourage promiscuity would be contrary to public policy. See Alake vs 

Pratt (1955)15WACA20. See Cole V Akinyele (1960)5FSC84 

A custom permitting two women to get married to each other was declared an act 

against public policy see Merigbe Vs Egbu (1976)3 Sc 23. 

 

PROOF OF CUSTOMARY LAW IN NIGERIA 

The proof of customary law in court is governed by the copious provision of 

Section 16 of the Evidence Act 2011. 

The summary of the Act therefore is a customary law can either be proved by 

direct evidence to establish its existence or by established judicial notice. 

 

A. PROOF BY EVIDENCE 

The law is trite he who assert must prove this presupposes that the burden of 

proving a custom lies on the party who asserts and seeks to rely on it. See Olabanji 

Vs Ajiboye(1992)1NWLR pt 473&483. However such proof must be by 

corrobative evidence the rationale for the proof of customary law is that diversity 

of such law divests the judge with the knowledge of the application of such law. 

Judicial authorities are scarce because the law is unwritten, and most judge are 

trained as English law Lawyer 

In proof of such customary law before the court by evidence, the person asserting 

such law must establish before the court the existence of such custom in the 

following ways: 

By (a) witness (b) Expert Evidence( c) Textbooks & manuscripts are potent ways 

or means by evidence 
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(a) By witness: it is enough, that a person may call any person versed in the 

knowledge of the custom to give evidence and corroborate the custom being 

asserted by the person alleging the custom. See section 76 of Evidence Act 

2011 the proof of customary law by witnesses is  usually not easy because 

such witness can easily mislead the court so the person must be a person that 

can give direct evidence of the custom. In Oloko vs Giwa Gratiam paul 

J(1939)15WLR31&pt32-33 the court said that: 

{I have heard a good deal of nonsense talk in witness box about Yoruba 

customs but seldom anything more ridiculous than this even the defendant 

counsel himself had to throw over his witness and I really do not blame him for 

that} 

The above dictum is an expression of anger by the presiding judge for the 

nature of evidence given by a witness in such custom 

 

EXPERT EVIDENCE 

Section 68, 70, 75 evidence act 2011 allows some persons who are skilled in 

native laws and customs to proof such custom 

The experts recognizes by law are 

 Native chiefs who are versed with knowledge of the native laws and 

customs 

 Author of any book, document or manuscript recognized by the people of 

a customary as a legal authority 

 And other persons having special knowledge of the customs of the person 

alleging the custom see Ifeajuna v Ifeajuna(1997)7 NWLR 405 

 

TEXTBOOKS AND MANUSCRIPTS 

See 70 of evidence act 2011 allows books and manuscript to be used as proof of 

customary law. But the requirements in Section 70 of the evidence Act 2011 must 

be met, these requirements, were highlighted by the court  in Adedibu vs 

Adewoyin (1951)13 WACA 191 such conclusion includes calling persons versed 
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in the knowledge of the custom of the community or calling the author of the book 

or writing in Adeseye v Taiwo (1956) 1 F.S C 84 Ajisafe law and custom of the 

Yoruba people was relied  on for a book to be used it must form part of the 

evidence in the case and same must be recognized a legal instrument of binding 

authority on the community. See Olusesi V Oyelusi (1986)3NWLR634, Oyelowo 

V Oyelowo (1987)2NWLR pt243 

 

B. PROOF BY JUDICIAL NOTICE 

The evidence act provides that the court shall take judicial notice of a custom if it 

has been so acted upon by superior or court of coordinate jurisdictsion. This will 

allow the court to dispense with fresh evidence Section 16 Evidence of the Act 

2011. Judicial notice as a rule of proof of customary is a matter of discretion of the 

presiding judge because of the use of the word “May” in 17 Evidence.Act 2011 

In Larinde Vs Afiko(1940)6WACA 108 the court refused to adopt a particular 

Awori custom that was acted upon in 1892 at a single instance was refused by 

court as not amount to frequent proof by court 

Contrary to decision in Larinde’s case see Osinowo V Fagbenro (1954)21NLR 3 

where in three decisions in which rule of customary law was adopted as sufficient 

for the court to take judicial notice of the custom. But the Evidence Act 2011 has 

corrected the decision in Larinde that a custom may be judicially noticed if it has 

been adjudicated upon once  by a superior court of record. See 17 of the evidence 

Act 2011 

Finally, in customary courts, strict proof of an alleged rule of customary law is not 

required the reason is that the presiding judges are deem expert of the native laws 

and customs of such area but it is a presumption which i rebuttable Ayang V 

Ayang (1969)NWLR 99 & 100. 


